
”dpPower has made our 
daily work more efficient”
Kent Lyngåker, Varbergsortens Elkraft

Varbergsortens Elkraft runs the most important work processes in Digpro’s system, everything from planning and design 
to maintenance and outage management. The application is used by 25 co-workers, from installerss in the field to 
customer support. The systems are integrated with each other as well as with external systems. The data runs automa-
tically every 24 hours from the business system to dpPower, to ensure access to the latest customer information.

Kent Lyngåker worked as chief executive at Varbergsortens Elkraft from 1995-2012, and has experience with Digpro’s 
system from the early 1990s: ”When we looked for a new system, we found dpPower appealing as it was a modern 
system on the cutting edge of technology.”
Another advantage that he points out is that the solution is web-based: “There is no need for client installations and 
information is always available for everyone, not only from the office but also from out in the field and home office.”

Kent quickly realized that a small company needs to have advanced IT solutions, and 
he has not regretted the decision to invest in dpPower: “In the beginning it wasn’t easy 
to get everyone on board. Many had never worked in an advanced IT environment 
and they were used to documenting the network with pen and paper. Now, they are 
all happy with the change and feel that their work has become substantially easier. 
Nowadays, it is they themselves who take the initiative for the latest product updates.”

“dpPower has made our daily work more efficient, not only for the assembly workers 
in the field, but also in customer service such as in error reporting where interruptions 
need to be corrected and where the statistic reports must be displayed” says Kent. “A small utility company has the 
same requirements to report as the large companies and some systems need a large amount of manual work to extract 
reports required by the authorities. In dpPower we do all this in one simple keystroke.”

Kent says that even the customers experience the service provided positively. “When 
a customer calls, we can see the situation directly in the map, where the customer 
lives and what it looks like in the surrounding area. Seeing the whole picture has faci-
litated time spent on fault correction since personnel are able to act quickly, bringing 
the right equipment needed to fix the problem.”

Kent also believes that the technological advances will continue and that it is important to keep up with modern IT-
systems: “If you want to recruit skilled employees you have to have attractive technology as no one wants to work with 
old manual maps.”

Again, he points out how this is even important for small companies that may be reluctant to invest in IT. “There are 
considerable costs and work associated with changing systems, especially for companies with fewer customers. 
However, the benefits of the NIS system become evident as it is an excellent investment.”

Varbergsortens Elkraft is a member owned cooperative that distributes electric power to 10,500 
customers within the municipality of Varberg and parts of the municipality of Mark. Early on, the 
company realized the importance of modern web based IT solutions for its network documen-
tation and was one of the first dpPower customers.
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